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Vasant Valley School Aaj Tak
Vaad Vivaad Pratiyogita - Results:
Winners: Venkateshwar International School
Runners up: New Era Public School
Best Speaker: Daisy Ahuja
Best Interjector: Amit Singh
Hindi Inter-Section Debate (Class 10)
1st- Shaurya Abhi and Akshay Sharan
Hindi Power Point Competition (Class 7)
1st- Divij Chandna and Gaur Hari
Social Science Essay Writing (Class 5)
1st - Dhruv Rattan

CONGRATULATIONS!

Mindfulness

“The good life is a process, not a state of  being. It is a direction, not a

destination.”

When a group of  monks and

Buddhist practitioners came to

our school, most of  us were

unsure as to what to expect. On

the first day of  the workshop,

we were introduced to the

‘practice’ of relaxation. The

monks instru cted us on how to relax every part of  our body,

leading us step-by-step to the state of  total relaxation. The

emphasis on breathing, understanding the ‘eye of  the storm’

and using imagery like that of  the tree trunk were integral to

remaining calm and peaceful. The sessions on controlling our

wave of  emotions and understanding them, taught us an

invaluable lesson that was pivotal for all the subsequent sessions.

The second day was marked by the rather unusual exercises of

walking and eating meditation. Walking meditation provided

us with an insight on how different moods shape our gait and

walking speed.

“Through simple lessons and exercises, the monks were

undoubtedly successful in showing us how to be in control of  both,

our surroundings and ourselves.”

Keeping quiet and simply introspecting enabled all of  us to gather our thoughts together, remain

focused and calm at mind. On the other hand, eating

meditation demonstrated to us how to appreciate the

food that we often don’t realize the value of  and take

for granted. The final day was commenced with an

initial exercise to attain total relaxation, which was followed by an inspiring video of  the

Wake Up Song that these very monks and practitioners had sung with hundreds of

University students from Yale, Columbia, UPenn, Harvard, New York University and

Brown. The interconnectedness and cohesion of  “Wake Up” sung by undergraduate

students all the way on the East Coast reflected bonds of  interaction and integration, all

facilitated by these mindful monks. Our workshop ended on a high note with an interesting question and answer session, which

truly reflected the degree to which these monks had inspired us; an inspiration drawn within 3 days, albeit an inspiration all the

way. The questions were all answered with a degree of  honesty and calm that reflected our guests’ inner peace. At the end of  this

three day journey, the monks and practitioners taught us much more than the art of  breathing, they taught us the art of  living,

healthy and satisfied. The ever-smiling faces, open-mindedness, optimism and frankness all bound together in a monk’s life left

Vasant Valley School with a little less stress, and a lot more happiness. The Newsletter spoke to Sister Maye from Hong Kong who

shared with us some of  her experiences and beliefs.

NL- What inspired you to follow the path of  Buddha?

SISTER-Most of  us were accompanied by our parents to the Mindfulness practices in various places including New York and

France. From then on these ideals were instilled within us and so we decided to join when we became older.

NL- What is the significance of  your attire?

SISTER- Our leader was from Vietnam, where all the farmers dress in brown. It is the earthly colour. For us,

it symbolizes the simplicity and humility of  a farmer, away from worldly materialistic objects. The shaved

heads are also to show our detachment from worldly beings.

NL- Is anyone and everyone eligible to become a part of  your group?

SISTER- No, we have certain parameters that allow us to accept people into our group. Anyone who is mentally

and physically healthy may be a part of  our group. This is because we follow strict discipline on a day to day

basis and not everyone can keep up with this discipline. Also, we find it hard to instill the Buddhist ideologies

in people above the age of  50 years as they are already accustomed to their own habits.

-Serena Nanda, 9 and Aadya Sinha, 12

Session on eating meditation

"Wake up!"

State of total relaxation
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Namrata Narula, Vandita Khanna, Aditya Srinivasan and Sanjna Surya represented
Vasant Valley School at the Annual Sondhi Debates Cup Challenge at the Lahore College
of Arts and Sciences (LACAS), Lahore, Pakistan. Exposed to a completely different
World School Debating Format, here’s an account of their novel experiences and unique
observations on the other side of the border:

DEBATING IN PAKISTAN
Debating in Pakistan was a new experience, a different
challenge, one that I’d like to remember as a learning
opportunity. Pakistan follows the World School Debating
format, normally practiced at the college level in other
countries. Passionate and enthusiastic 11 year olds are
whisked away and intensively trained in speaking for 8
minutes on a motion with one hour to prepare for. It took
us sometime to get a hang of the format, and to be able to
speak for eight whole minutes frankly.  The first debate,

along with everything else, opened our eyes to a standard of debating that inspired us. The high quality of
rebuttals, the unwavering confidence of all the speakers, and the minimal reference to written material compelled us to sit down the first night,
think about where we were going wrong and then get accustomed to the world school format.
While in most Indian schools, some debates tend to lean on theatrics, the debating culture in Pakistan was different, as it focused entirely on
strong matter, sharp rebuttals and clarifications, and of course, a clear voice that will not tremble after 7 minutes of speaking. So we tried our
level best in the subsequent rounds as we grasped the gist of the debating style quickly and took every topic thrown at us as a new challenge, at
the end of which, we proudly won two of the debates as well! Key highlights of the debate were however, the Points of Information (POIs),
whereby the opposing team could pose a question between the first and seventh minute of the speech. In our first debate, POIs came thick and
fast, and it was more than a little unnerving for us novices. But soon, we picked up the skill, and came to enjoy not only giving POIs, but also
waving away those of persistent opponents.
I must say that the feedback of every judge really helped each one of us work on our weaknesses and use
our strengths to our advantage. I really appreciate them pointing out our mistakes, especially in the first
round, because of which we were able to show marked improvement, literally, overnight. By the end of it,
we couldn’t wait to return to India and do our ‘Modified Cambridge’ debates, with hours to prepare, the
internet at our disposal, and 3 minute speeches to produce at the end of it!

This debating experience not only exposed me to the different debating culture of Pakistan,
but also facilitated a greater learning experience, one which pushed all of us to not give
up, transform every challenge posed in front of us into an opportunity, and effectively,
actualize our debating potential.
Yes, we learnt a lot at Lahore. We didn’t make it to the quarters, but we didn’t regret it- in
fact we are all charged up for next year! And this time, we will make it.
-Sanjna Surya, 11

“When I first found out that we’d be going to Lahore for the
Sondhi Debate Cup challenge hosted at LACAS every year,
I was excited. Perhaps not especially excited, but excited
the way one usually is about such events. When we crossed
the border at Wagah, that’s when it really sunk in that we
were going to Pakistan and that’s when I realized that this
would  be a once in a lifetime opportunity, and I couldn’t
wait. Spending time with the students of schools from across
Pakistan, and debating against them,
changed us. It enabled us to broaden our
perspectives, and challenge stereotypes
about Indians and Pakistanis both. I’ll
always be thankful for the opportunity, and
remember the experience as being
irreplaceable.”

-Namrata Narula, 11

My trip to Lahore was an eye-opener, as it enabled me to break

stereotypical barriers knitted together by preconceived notions at one

level. But it was essentially a reminder as to why I love debating so

much as well. Perhaps, that’s why our exposure to the World School

Debating Format, which entailed intensive training, delivery of 8 minute

long speeches, unwavering POIs and effectively, extempore

construction of cases and rebuttals, left me truly inspired.

The elegant mosques, winding streets, boisterous bazaars and

commendable hospitality of the LACAS faculty and students made me

feel right at home on the other side of the border.

More than anything else, my visit allowed me to

firmly believe that as students, there are so many

similarities that bind us together than differences that

set us apart. Lahore is not just the place to go to

rediscover history and explore cultures, but also the

place to be to celebrate these very similarities.

-Vandita Khanna, 12

The Vasant Valley Debating team

The LACAS Debating team
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As a traveller, it’s a funny but common thing to see people
jump at the sight of something recognisable while travelling.
Indians crave Indian meals in Kuala Lampur, jump at the
sight of an Indian shopkeeper in the United States, and so
on. Ironically enough, no matter how much you want to get
away from the dreary surroundings at home, there is always
some joy in recognition. Indians leaving for Pakistan would
probably think that there is at least something different about
its people, a key factor that would help the Indian tourist
make a distinction. Clothes, maybe. Accent, style of speaking,
anything.
No such luck in Lahore. Perceptions about places have always
existed, but then again, the only way to get rid of them is to
visit those places yourself. In the hope that I could come back
and brag about my visit to Pakistan, I took a spanking new
camera with a new memory card. I came back with no

pictures. This is not to say that Lahore is not worth visiting. It has its own charm, very much like Delhi.

Well, if there is anything worth doing in Lahore, what is it? First, eating all that
there is to eat. There is, sorry to say, one key difference between Indians and
their Pakistani counterparts: the ability to cook meat. The majority Muslim
population means that there is something about the Pakistani flavour different
from the Indian one. Meat, especially in kebabs and curries, is cooked softer
than anywhere you can hope to find in India. Pakistani kebabs reveal the true
distinction between the two countries, and for all the tension that’s brewing, it
is food for thought (and body) that there can exist such good food across the
border.
There are a couple of tourist attractions. The most obvious one would be
mosques. Badshahi mosque, Lahore’s largest mosque, is a key tourist attraction,
as is the Lahore fort. Unfortunately enough, the fort and mosque are reminders
of the seen-one, seen- them- all attitude so typical of Delhi’s medieval
architecture. The fort does house some unique heritage paintings and artefacts though, which mustn’t be missed. The
Wazir Khan mosque, famous for its tile work, is another attraction. Old Lahore, at face value, is the same bustling

entity that ChandniChowk is in Delhi. The curious tourist could explore the area
himself, and asking for directions is a refreshing formality because Urdu is almost
identical to Hindi. Besides, a lot of Lahoris are educated and speak perfect English,
so tourists shouldn’t have a problem. To the Indian tourist, Lahore is perhaps a
slightly smaller version of Delhi. To the foreign tourist, it is perhaps one of
the few Pakistani cities that is so Indian in its demeanour that it has the same
laid-back air about it.
Similar dusty roads greet you, and with the exception of names, there’s actually
a good chance even the most seasoned of Indian tourists wouldn’t be able to
make a distinction. There is the cheap thrill of crossing the border, and beyond
that, upon arrival in Lahore, the city’s a beautiful place with lots to see.
Conversation will reveal that a lot of Lahoris have some sort of

connection with India, and that’s highly likely; it’s an identical place. Lahore doesn’t seem to have
much public transport, but finding a travel agent usually isn’t an issue. Knowing that you’re Indian
is actually a bonus, because conversation and small talk is never an issue. Even as an exotic tourist, a
visit to this city is almost essential. The similarities abound in almost all aspects of life. It’s almost like
rediscovery, in the non-spa, non-beach sense. Before traipsing off to an exotic far eastern or western
location, it would do the tourist a world of good to visit Lahore, experience a change in perspective,
and then ponder.

Old Lahore has similar, winding streets and there are similar wide roads passing through the city. A quick look to
your left and right will reveal the same hustle and bustle that is so characteristic of Delhi. Cars zoom past at the
same speed, the same neon lights flash by, and there’s the same characteristically Indian smile. In short, the more
visible sight of Partition is not that there are so many differences, but that it’s just one country split into two.

At attention during the

Pakistani national anthem

(L-R) Aditya Srinivasan, Vandita Khanna, Namrata Narula, Sanjna Surya

Exploring Lahore’s Badshah-e-Mosque

-Aditya Srinivasan, 11
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OBLIVION

And there it stands before me
Yet I cannot see it clear,
Rooted to the spot I stand
Paralyzed, gripped by fear.
 I step into the unfamiliar
Afraid and all alone,
A voice beckoning me closer
Taking me away from all I have ever  known.
Thoughts race through my mind
Of the horrors I have yet to see,
Unfamiliarity sets in again
Leaving all other emotion behind.
White light filters in
Illuminating all that is in sight,
I inch closer with apprehension
With a deep breath, it takes all my might.
But what I see I cannot fathom,
Reality slowly slips away
As if I am stuck in a dream
Awake or asleep, I cannot say
It slowly dissolves into a mist.
It enshrouds me in totality
Soon I see nothing, I hear nothing
For in the end I am nothing.

- Divya Shastri,11
Winner of Class 11 Poetry Writing Competition

The Olympian

It’s that drive which pushes you over the edge
It’s the reason you push harder at your sledge
That red hot ball of fire, burning within you
An adrenaline rush which always pulls through
The sole reason you can conquer the unconquerable
The one weapon in your arsenal which leaves you invincible
The reason you shed your blood, sweat and tears,
The only way you triumph over your greatest fears
Perseverance, persistence and firmness of the mind
The power of the entire universe, within you, you will find
Citius, Altius, Fortius, there you go,
Pushing yourself past limits you didn’t even know
Nothing is stronger,
 Nothing lasts longer
Than that push from within,
Your determination to win.
When failure is thrown right at your face,
When it’s almost impossible to win the race.
Believe in yourself, through triumph and defeat,
Believe in yourself, as it is you who will win the wreath.
 Past the point of exhaustion, everyday, train longer
 And watch yourself get Higher, faster, stronger
Go forth, Beyond the threshold of pain,
Fall, but rise again and again.
And soon, the finish line will be in sight,
Soon, you will feel that sheer delight,
With the prized gold medal hung around your neck,
That token of excellence and respect.
You will stand victorious, in your race,
You will be nothing other than first place,
So stay strong, and always believe,

As there is more to you, than what others can see.

 -Riddhima Wahi, 10

Memories

The path of our life, on which we walk
Every day, every moment, every hour on the clock.
From the crack of dawn, till the dark of night
From when a butterfly is in its cocoon, till the day of its flight.
From cradle to grave
Every step we save
Until we put on the wooden coat
And to the one above, our lives, we devote.
All the highs and lows, like speed breakers on the way
We construct our path with life’s modeling clay.
As we move forward the memories behind turn more golden just like
sun bathing hay.
As we walk down the memory lane
These reminiscences get engraved in our brain.
At the end of the day we recall these memories with pleasure and pain.
But there are many memories that just evaporate.
Into the heavens, out of the mind’s gate.
The memories we cherish we’d like to recreate
Do remember some of them can be strong
crestfallen memories a person will hate.
Leaving fresh memories in a bouquet
This is the art of memory crochet.
As we leave this world, with memories alone
We hope these memories are not to be thrown!

-Shreya Bahl, 7

iSaxaa pr saBaI ka AiQakariSaxaa pr saBaI ka AiQakariSaxaa pr saBaI ka AiQakariSaxaa pr saBaI ka AiQakariSaxaa pr saBaI ka AiQakar

vyaqaa doK naÐgao pOr GaUmato baccaaMo kI
mana maMo ek tIsa saI ]zI
]nako ilae kuC lagaI lagana
mana maoM ]zto Anaok ivacaaraMo maMo hao ga[- magana
iksaI BaI trh [nahMo iSaixat krnaa hO
isaf- Apnaao kao hI nahIM [naho BaI saaxaar krnaa hO
ima~aMo sao imalakr yaaojanaa banaa[-
ApnaI bacat sao sabanao jaaoD,I pa[- pa[-
banaa hmaara iva_alaya AaOr iSaxak hma saBaI
zana lao tao ihmaalaya kI iSaKr pr BaI phÐuca sakMogao
kBaI
Apnao Aitir@t samaya ka hmanao ikyaa KUba p`yaaoga
laokr )dya maMo AaSaa AaOr ]maÐga ik
safla haogaa hmaara p`yaaoga.

: sarInaa ima%tla 8
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21st Vasant Valley School
Drama Festival 2012

News and Views
Name: Suramia Arora

School: Mount St. Mary

Interviewed by: Suhasini Takkar

Question: How did you feel while performing in front

of so many people?

Answer: It was a bit frightening at first but then we

got so involved with our play that it was fun. We had

practiced hard and the audience too was good.

Question: What do you think about the theme of

the Drama Festival?

Answer: Aur Kitna Tang Karoge was a very interesting

topic. We had a lot of fun putting together our play

as we’ve heard this line so many times from our

parents so it was not too difficult to prepare our play.

Of course our teachers helped us to make our play

and gave us a lot of practice. The best part was that

we missed classes to prepare for this play.

Name: Gemma

School: The British School

Interviewed by: Sumona Sarein

Question: How would you describe the audience?

Answer: The audience was very encouraging and

motivating.

Question: What did you like the most?

Answer: I liked the entire experience. The interludes

were very entertaining. The best part was that we

were not competing against each other but just

doing our best and having fun.

Q2. How would you describe the audience?

Answer: The audience was very encouraging and

motivating.

Q3. What did you like the most?

Answer: I liked the entire experience. The interludes

were very entertaining. The best part was that we

were not competing against each other but just

doing our best and having fun.

Q2. How would you describe the audience?

Answer: The audience was very encouraging and

motivating.

Q3. What did you like the most?

Answer: I liked the entire experience. The interludes

were very entertaining. The best part was that we

were not competing against each other but just

doing our best and having fun.

Q1. What do you think about our Drama Festival?

Answer: We enjoyed ourselves thoroughly. Vasant

Valley School gave us the opportunity to perform in

front of an audience of so

many schools. Each school

put up a good show. I hope I

can come here to be a part

of this show next year too.

Q3. What did you like about

this festival?

Answer: Drama Festival was fun as there are no

winners and losers here.

tajayaa~a kuC maQaur yaadoMtajayaa~a kuC maQaur yaadoMtajayaa~a kuC maQaur yaadoMtajayaa~a kuC maQaur yaadoMtajayaa~a kuC maQaur yaadoM
maOM bahut KuSa AaOr ]%toijat qaa.
hma saubah 6:30 bajao skUla sao
inakla pD,o. maMOMnao bahut gaanao gaae
AaOr daostaoM ko saaqa mastI kI.
rasto maoM hmanao yamaunaa nadI doKI
vah bahut gaMdI qaI. daophr kao

haoTla maoM Kanaa Kayaa AaOr saMgàhalaya doKnao gae.vahâM
hmanao bahut p`kar ko p%qar doKo. karIgaraoM nao
ApnaI klaa ka p`dSa-na ikyaa. ifr hma ibajalaI

kI gaaD,I maoM taja mahla phûMcao. jaba maOM ivaSaala
drvaaja,o ko naIcao KD,a huAa tao maOM caaOMk gayaa. maorI
AaM̂KaoM ko saamanao duinayaa ka ek AjaUbaa qaa! hma
ek ktar maoM Aagao baZ, rho qao. hmaaro gaa[D nao
hmaoM taja idKayaa AaOr ]sako baaro maoM jaanakarI
dI. ]sako baad hmanao Aagara iklaa maoM Qvaina AaOr
p`kaSa ka kaya-k`ma doKa. AgalaI saubah AjaIt
isaMh gaa[D Aae AaOr ]nhaoMnao taja ko baaro maoM
Ad\Baut sa%ya batae. maOM yah maQaur yaa~a kBaI nahIM
BaUlaÛMgaa.

"Learning About Water Cycle"

Making "Roohafza for

Letter - R"

Aananda L. Chopra I - C

Visit by Michelin Chefs
It was a wonderful experience to meet

such famous

chefs. Anjum

Anand, my

favorite Indian

chef told us how

important and

tasty healthy food can be. I saw her

taking part in a challenge where she and

other visiting chefs had to make a dish

with the

i n g r e d i e n t s

provided in

twenty minutes.

Her dish looked

s c r u m p t i o u s

and I wanted to

gobble it all up!

I really hope we

get to see them

again and that I am chosen as Anjum

Anand’s helper.

Ayaan Gulyani V- C

Gandhari

Gandhari the princess, gentle as a

lamb,

Married the Kuru King Dhritarashtra in

faraway land

In a tradition as old as the hills,

She blindfolded herself for her beloved

prince

After marriage, she bore a hundred

sons,

Her daughter Dushala, though was the

only one

Kauravas and Pandavas relationship

was as cold as ice,

None could stop the war, the old or

wise

Even Gandhari’s blessings could not

save Duryodhana,

The evil lay defeated in a fight with

Bhima one on one

 Her wrath and anger charred

Yudhishtra’s toe black,

 Another curse fell on Krishna which

couldn’t be taken back

The Yadavs were destined to die,

Krishna knew this, oh fie!

A great devotee of Shiva,

 Her life ended in a fire on the

Himalayas

Now Gandhari rested in the heavens,

So hereby her story ends!!!

Asmita Shah  V- C
Foundation

isawant gaaMQaI caar - ba
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Editorial Board

Ananya Gupta, Arman Puri, Noor Dhingra, Rishabh

Chatterjee, Serena Nanda, Aakanksha Jadhav, Ananya

Jain, Indraneel Roy, Tarini Sardesai, Aastha Kamra,

Bharat Somanathan, Namrata Narula, Pia Kochar,

Sharanya Thakur, Vasudha Dixit, Akhila Khanna,

Amira Singh, Ishan Sardesai, Rishabh Prakash

Editor: Vandita Khanna

Answers (1 to 18):

Zambia, Sicily, C Rajagopalachari, Singapore, Ascorbic
Acid, Alurophobia, Utah, Red, Computer, Hague, Omega,
TransCanada, APJ Abdul Kalam, Malinga, Saudi Arabia,
Farmosa, Nalanda, Tagore

INTER-HOUSE

DANCE COMPETITION 2012

Finally, after months of pleading, the Inter-House Dance competition
was brought back for the first time after 2009.  From the reputation of
previous dance performances that have taken place on the Vasant
Valley Stage, all the houses had a lot to live up to.From costumes, to
music, to choreography, to props, the participants took complete
control. This year each house had to base their contemporary dances
on a theme. Red House proved to be the most original, with their
interpretation of “Detachment”. The creative choreography by Green
House involving human puppets was also a crowd pleaser. The judges
were most taken aback by the energy of the boys on stage who managed
to outshine the girls! It was impressive to see that all the house
members had managed to find time to practice together despite the
multiple activities taking place in school.
In the classical category, the performance of the ‘jugalbandis’ made it
evident that classical dances like Kathak, Bharatnatyam and Orissi
are still very much appreciated by the students. With faces caked in
make-up and adorned from head to toe in heavy jewelry and traditional
costumes, each house presented their own choreography of the
different styles of classical dance forms.
The energy level was high on the day of the competition. The results
themselves further proved to show how determined the houses were
to win as every house placed a position in either the contemporary or
classical category. We hope that the inter-house dance competition
continues to take place with the same enthusiasm every year!

-Akhila Khanna, 12

City of Bones-Book Review
City of Bones is based on Shadowhunters, Vampires, Downholders,
and Werewolves. It is a world of love, of hate and magic. It follows
the life of a girl, named Clary, who discovers this world, existing
parallel to ours. Through the course of the book, she finds out that,
not only is she a part of it, but an integral character in their paradigm.
As she discovers this world, she finds out about herself, and blends
into it as though she had been there forever. Her adventures in the
world of Shadowhunters, and her new-found life makes for an
interesting read. However, parts of the book are stretched and could
be more concise. It is a new take on the typical fantasy
of demons, angels, vampires and werewolves with a
hint of the old ideas.
City of bones is the first book in the ‘Mortal
Instruments’ series by Cassandra Clare.
“To love is to destroy, and that to be loved is to be

the one destroyed”

-Tanya Pawa, 9

Baart kI phcaanaBaart kI phcaanaBaart kI phcaanaBaart kI phcaanaBaart kI phcaana
AMgàojaaoM ka Saasanakala tao huAa samaaPt‚ laoikna ]nako AvaSaoYa Aaja BaI hOM basao hue
hma saInaa tanakr svayaM kao svaaQaIna maanato hOM‚ laoikna Aaja tk ]naka AnaukrNa hma
krto rho.
65 vaYa- pScaat\ Aaja AspYT hO phcaana‚ hma @yaa qao AaOr @yaa hao gae.
prMpragat saMskar piScamaIkrNa ko Aagamana sao‚ iksaI maaoZ, pr hmaoSaa ko ilae gauma gae.
ihndI baaolanaa tao dUr Aaja samaJa tk na AatI‚ raYT/BaaYaa baaolanao maoM Sama- mahsaUsa hOM
krto AMgaòjaI BaaYaa maoM hI baaolacaala hO svaIkaya- va ]icat‚ Aaja ko pqaBa`YT yauvaa yahI
hMO samaJato.
raYT/vaadI Baavanaa saiht hma svatM~ tao hue‚ prMtu‚ Aaja BaI AMgaòjaaoM ko baoSarma gaulaama
Baart sao inaklanao kI hI jaldI lagaI rhtI hO hmaoM‚ caaho hao pZ,a[-‚ ivavaah Aqavaa kama.
praQaInata sao pUva- hmaarI naOitkta hmaara p̀tIk‚ va saaMskRitk &ana hmaarI SaaoBaa baZ,atI qaI
duBaa-gya sao Aaja na tao naOitkta ka inaSaana hO‚ AaOr saMskRit hOM gaMgaa kI gaMdgaI maoM GaulaIM hu[-.
cailae Aaja Apnao Aap sao ek p̀Sna hOM pUCto‚ hOM kaOna hma‚ hmaara Aist%va hO @yaa ?
gaulaamaI kI inaSaanaI kao BaartIya BaUima sao ]jaaD,kr‚ ]gaato hOM ek na[- p`kar kI
raYT/Iyata.

: vaMidta Knnaa 12
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